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walkSEOUL



to explore the opportunities for improving Seoul’s 

transportation system and to encourage different types 

of users to increase their use of public transport and to 

raise awareness of wellbeing connected to cities

BRIEF



frequented by locals and foreigners

large traffic area

Jong-ro district



DAY 1: SITE RESEARCH

shadowing

observation + photography

derive + apps























a. multi-lingual information available

b. unclear wayfinding, no coherent visual language (SBT)

c. station maps very legible - although lacking detail

d. online maps (apps) focus on efficiency not quality of  

     the walk (naver, google maps, citymapper)

e. no instructions and ios app for cycle hire

f. traffic is hectic and scary

g. scale of the subway map is not reflected in reality - 

   - walking distances are not easy to understand

DAY 1: FINDINGS



DAY 2: SOCIAL RESEARCH

interviews

observation + photography

recordings

locals

foreigners

3 areas, POIs





a. subway is fast & accurate, but bus enables to see outside

b. the apps - current location often not precise

c. 50% of foreigners use paper maps and 50% digital maps (apps)

d. maps available when wifi is avaliable

f. chinese tourists tend not to wander around on their own

g. not enough transfer information (subway - bus)

h. taxi is very cheap, hence popular

i. use subway instead of walking on short distances

DAY 2: FINDINGS





1. unclear wayfinding, no coherent visual language causes difficulty 

    when transferring, for both foreigners and locals

2. existing maps (stations) do not provide sufficient information about 

     walking times, hence people are unwilling to walk between stations

3. although multi-lingual information is often available, it’s still not 

    everywhere in the city centre (foreigners)

4. apps are popular although sometimes too difficult to use (eg. naver)

5. there’s still need for offline maps since 50% of interviees still use them

6. big traffic often discourages people from walking (they choose taxi 

    and subway), no alternative path is offered

OPPORTUNITIES FOR walkSEOUL



to build upon and expand existing infrastructure 

by introducing more frequent and legible maps 

offering clear information on walking distances, 

street names and POIs. We want to show the users 

an alternative way of commuting as well as getting to 

know the city of Seoul

OUR AIM



age: 45

occupation: english teacher

interests: traveling, playing guitar

current situation: just arrived in 

Korea, planing to stay for a while

Using paper map a lot because the 

internet is always too expensive.  

However, the convenient subway 

might make he less fit

TOM JENNER



JOOYOUNG LEE

age: 32

occupation: bank-clerk

interests: social media 

(instagram), cooking 

current situation: taking subway 

a lot and using Naver Map to 

find her way.

Trying to change towards more 

active lifestyle
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